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Introduction 

Several articles and books have been written about the woes of securing industrial control 

systems (ICS). Traditional ICS administrators have been on both sides of the fence on the 

decision to place their SCADA systems on IP based networks instead of the ever popular serial 

connections. The truth is that securing an ICS has less to do with technology, and more to do 

with methodology than most people think. 

Securing an ICS network involves significant planning and administration.  If the process 

by which to secure the network is done correctly and included in the organization’s strategic plan 

to make ICS security a part of the organization, it becomes less reactive, and more of a way to 

conduct business --- proactively.  Historically, proactive security management has not been the 

strong suit of ICS administrators. 

How does an organization secure its ICS network without significant investment of time 

and resources? It cannot. Successfully securing an ICS network takes time and deliberate 

stepwise progression. One main fact is that an ICS network cannot be secured in exactly the 

same manner as an enterprise network due to the complex nature of the system itself and the 

necessity of the system to be operational at all times.  Scans and other full system security 

methods cannot be applied with the same level of rigor as can be implemented on an enterprise 

network.  ICS administrators and the executives that are responsible must still meet the necessity 

of carefully and deliberately implementing the proper due diligence to secure the ICS network 

and protect the network from potential attacks, breaches, and otherwise detrimental cyber 

security threats. 
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Methodological Process 

The first thing that needs to be done to secure an ICS network is to gain executive 

endorsement for the implementation of an information security program if one does not exist.  

Strategic alignment is key to the development of any information security implementation 

initiative.  The company must determine what is to be protected, why it is to be protected, and 

what damage could possibly be done if the protected items are compromised.   

If an information security program exists, the executive must ensure that separate 

standards, controls, policies, and processes are specifically developed for the ICS network and its 

users.  What does the top management team have to do with the security of the ICS network that 

cannot be done by the administrators, you ask? The executive team should align the goals of the 

ICS security effort with the critical success factors of the organization.  Typically, the 

establishment of an information technology governance committee (ITGC) or some other form 

of governance committee with insight into the ICS network operations can facilitate this essential 

need.  ISACA recommends that an ITGC has clear goals and metrics that allows for; and can 

facilitate, the governance of the information technology initiatives in the organization. 

Governance and management are two distinctly different practices that should be kept separate in 

the administration of information security. 

Governance and Risk 

The goal of the ITGC is to govern the actions of the technology efforts in the 

organization. In organizations without an official information security entity, it is not 

recommended that the organization administer the ICS security with the internal information 

technology resources.  This would present a conflict of interest and pose more of a threat due to 
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the elevated level of system access held by the IT personnel.  The key to effective information 

security rests in the presence of an objective third party that has the knowledge, skills, and 

abilities to implement, monitor, and control the security of the network being secured.  

In order for the ITGC and executive management team to gain a full understanding of the 

vulnerabilities that exist in the ICS network, a risk assessment must be conducted.  According to 

the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Special Publication (SP) 800-30, 

Revision 1, Guide for Conducting Risk Assessments: 

Risk assessments address the potential adverse impacts to organizational 

operations and assets, individuals, other organizations, and the economic and national 

security interests of the United States, arising from the operation and use of information 

systems and the information processed, stored, and transmitted by those systems. 

Organizations conduct risk assessments to determine risks that are common to the 

organization’s core missions/business functions, mission/business processes, 

mission/business segments, common infrastructure/support services, or information 

systems. Risk assessments can support a wide variety of risk-based decisions and 

activities by organizational officials across all three tiers in the risk management 

hierarchy including, but not limited to, the following:  

 Development of an information security architecture;  

 Definition of interconnection requirements for information systems 

(including systems supporting mission/business processes and common 

infrastructure/support services);  
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 Design of security solutions for information systems and environments of 

operation including selection of security controls, information technology 

products, suppliers/supply chain, and contractors;  

 Authorization (or denial of authorization) to operate information systems 

or to use security controls inherited by those systems (i.e., common 

controls);  

 Modification of missions/business functions and/or mission/business 

processes permanently, or for a specific time frame (e.g., until a newly 

discovered threat or vulnerability is addressed, until a compensating 

control is replaced);  

 Implementation of security solutions (e.g., whether specific information 

technology products or configurations for those products meet established 

requirements); and  

 Operation and maintenance of security solutions (e.g., continuous 

monitoring strategies and programs, ongoing authorizations). (p. 6). 

Adopt a Defensible Standard 

The ICS network; whether IP based or connected via serial connections is very 

vulnerable to attack, therefore, appropriate measures must be taken to enable the organization to 

best secure its ICS data assets.  One of the best ways known to protect an organization against 

threats is to align the security efforts with a defensible national or international industry standard.  

For ICS systems, NIST SP 800-82, Rev. 1 outlines some recommended best practices in the 

securitization of an ICS and the Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) networks.  

For basic information security standards, administrators should consult NIST SP 800-53, Rev. 4 
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which outlines the security controls used to implement security assurance on any enterprise 

network.   

In my experience as a security consultant for companies that operate a critical 

infrastructure, I have heard many ICS equipment vendors and administrators state that enterprise 

security experts have no clue how to secure ICS networks, but this can be no further from the 

truth. Security is security, authorization, authentication, and accounting are the basic 

underpinnings of all information security efforts.  The same is true for ICS networks. The 

majority of the diversity in ICS networks rests in the physical connections and equipment used to 

transport data to and from serial based connections. 

Adopting a defensible standard is an effective way to ensure that organizations maintain 

consistency and have the ability to stay updated with the industry and latest security alerts, best 

practices, and trends.  The most valid and reliable resources that organizations should use to stay 

current are; but limited to, the following: 

 National Institute of Standards and Technology -  http://www.nist.gov 

 Department of Homeland Security - https://www.dhs.gov/topic/cybersecurity 

 United States Computer Emergency Readiness Team US-CERT - http://www.us-

cert.gov/  

 SANS Institute – http://www.sans.org 

Establish Security Controls 

After establishing a standard by which to base information security initiatives, the 

company must establish information security controls.  Establishing controls for a critical 

infrastructure SCADA system is an intensive endeavor if starting from scratch, but with the help 

http://www.nist.gov/
https://www.dhs.gov/topic/cybersecurity
http://www.us-cert.gov/
http://www.us-cert.gov/
http://www.sans.org/
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of the designated standard, the start is not as difficult as it seems.  For critical infrastructures, 

security control implementation is a critical step in the process of securing the ICS network.  

Some may ask about the intent of this step and if is necessary for effective security assurance, 

but with the majority of critical infrastructure ICS breaches, the root cause problem lies with the 

lack of proper security controls or by not following the security control assurance processes. 

Some traditional ICS administrators get over involved on the brand of equipment to use 

instead of what security controls the equipment can help them implement, monitor, and report.  

Data protection, access, and authorization processes are key to ensuring that data sent in from 

remote equipment is reliable and valid.  For example, if a SCADA administrator is reading a 

console and he receives information that pump X needs to be adjusted, how does he know that 

the information is really coming from pump X and not a clone that is intentionally sending 

inaccurate data? In the instance of a piece of equipment that is sending information to a dam 

operator, how important is it for the information to be accurate? In instances where flood patterns 

and water runoff is paramount, an incorrect adjustment can cost several lives. 

In the instance of misinformation, how important is the name that is engraved on the 

piece of equipment…it is not.  What is more important? The controls and processes used to 

effectively verify authorized machine connections and port level security mechanisms that 

control said connections like having the ability to disable unused ports and actively challenge the 

validity of the open ports.  

What about a vendor who just walks out on site and need to access the monitor for 

maintenance? What if that same vendor thought it was a good idea to turn on his wireless laptop 

to gain access to your ICS network from outside the fence, or across the parking lot, or down the 

street? Yep; you guessed it, controls exist to manage this process as well such as physical 
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security controls, access controls, reporting controls, and incident response controls.  No vendor 

should be allowed to roam freely; in person or via wireless presence, and have access to an ICS 

site.  The company should have a process by which the vendor can schedule; in advance, routine 

maintenance and have network port access only during that time. In addition, the vendor should 

be issued a badge or escorted to all remote locations which should be securely locked and under 

video surveillance.   

Develop Policies, Procedures, and Processes 

How would one ensure that standards and controls are met? The best way to ensure 

standard and control compliance is to develop policies and procedures that explain; in detail, 

how to meet compliance requirements and how the compliance will be monitored and checked. 

When writing policies, it is not enough to document the dictatorial “commandments”. A 

company must clearly document the penalty for not following said policies, how compliance is 

verified, and how often the verification will take place.   

Awareness and training must be delivered to the organizational personnel to ensure that 

all know their specific responsibility in the implementation of information security. Depending 

on the policy, the company must be sure to outline the procedures and processes to follow that 

will meet the policy expectations. ICS networks are no immune from following information 

security processes and procedures. The timing of the procedures may need to be altered to 

facilitate the 24 hour operation, but this does not mean that ICS networks receive a “pass”. 

Configuration Management and Testing 

ICS networks are often operational on a 24 hour basis making it difficult to implement 

some security procedures.  For example, patching or virus scanning schedules may not follow the 
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same schedule as the enterprise network, but still must be done in order ensure that the network 

is secure.  Effective configuration management, virtual machines, and testing methodology can 

alleviate a great amount of stress bough on by patching and virus protection. 

Effective configuration management practices allow the ICS network administrators to 

standardize firmware and OS versions, patch levels, and system configurations across the 

network.  This will alleviate some of the problems encountered when old servers with old 

software exist in the network as a result of the administrator’s fear that bringing the server down 

would cause the ICS significant downtime and introduce havoc. 

Some best practices involve the use of virtual machines to test new updates or 

configurations.  The use of virtual machines allow the administrator to conduct testing on new 

vendor patches or code before introducing to the production ICS network. In my experience, free 

vendor access to production ICS networks for the purpose of testing new system updates is a 

leading cause of sudden unplanned ICS network downtime.   

Test, test, test first is a practice that is seemingly lost on ICS network administrators.  A 

development and test environment should exist and be used as a mandatory process before any 

update is introduced to the production ICS network.  Many ICS administrators feel that they can 

afford zero downtime which makes it difficult to absorb an “uh-oh” that may happen as a result 

of the vendor update gone bad that the vendor promised was tested “in his lab”. A good rule of 

thumb is to have separate development, test, and production environments that are not connected 

to one another. In cases of great budgetary constraints, combine the development and test 

networks that are not connected to the production network.  
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Just Do It 

Implementing such procedures to establish a standard, implement controls, write policies, 

processes, and procedures may be a bit daunting one may say, but how do I do it all? When my 

clients pose this question, I tell them to simply GET STARTED.  With President Obama’s 

Presidential Policy Directive 21i published in February 2013, companies that maintain critical 

infrastructure systems received a wakeup call that suggested that Uncle Sam may start watching 

more intently to the systems that help the nation remain secure and free.   

It is no secret that terrorists and spies have targeted the networks that maintain and 

monitor the power and water supplies of the nation for years.  Today, cyber-security attacks have 

been rising significantly in the past five years and a high number of these attacks have been 

intended for critical infrastructure targets.  Some cyber crooks have tailored attacks specifically 

for serially connected ICS systems such as the Stuxnet virus which is mainly transmitted via 

USB drives.  This disturbing trend is mainly due to the absence of or lax nature of ICS security 

processes in networks that maintain the nation’s critical infrastructure.  Something as simple as 

turning off unused ports can greatly decrease the threats to an ICS system.   

Conclusion 

Securing an ICS network is an involved process that takes active collaboration between 

executives, ICS administrators, and information security professionals.  Critical infrastructures 

pose an even greater risk to ICS administrators as security breaches could result in heavy losses 

and in the most extreme cases, loss of life.  Executives should take time to become actively 

involved in being information security champions in the organization so that the appropriate 
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level of attention is dedicated to securing the most critical networks that are used to maintain the 

delivery of our natural resources.  A summarized list of initial priorities looks a bit like this: 

1. Determine your level of risk and risk propensity 

2. Know your threats  

3. Establish what should be protected and why 

4. Choose to adhere to a defensible standard  

5. Establish security controls 

6. Actively manage your configurations and access 

7. Develop appropriate policies 

8. Develop necessary processes and procedures 

9. Trust, but verify with aggressive and consistent monitoring 

10. Handle security incidents swiftly in accordance with the appropriate standard 

Whether the ICS network maintains or monitors electricity, oil and gas, or water, the loss 

of any would pose a serious dilemma to the nation if control fell into the wrong hands.  In my 

opinion, water systems would top this list as all people and animals have a need for access to 

water.  Biologists have stated that humans cannot live more than 72 hours without water. No 

humans, no country. Think about it and secure your networks people. The threat is real. 
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Dr. Preston Rich; a USAF veteran who served two tours in Operation Desert Storm, is an 

independent consultant who works with companies seeking to implement programs and 

initiatives in business ethics and information security.  He has helped companies and quasi-

government agencies secure their ICS networks by consulting to assist them in establishing and 

implementing security controls, writing security policies and control statements, as well as 

developing compliance assurance models. Preston holds a BBA in Management, an MBA in 

Strategic Leadership and a Ph.D. in Organization and Management.  He often speaks at seminars 

and networking groups about business ethics, leadership development, and information security.  

Preston lectures as an associate faculty member in community colleges in Dallas and Collin 

counties.  You can find him online at www.prestonrich.com, email him at doc@prestonrich.com, 

or follow him on Twitter @docrich1. 

ihttp://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2013/02/12/presidential-policy-directive-critical-

infrastructure-security-and-resil   
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